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Corrections marked in bold:

p x, eighth line from the bottom
Packowski
Should read:
Paczkowski

p 30, first line
Zygmund
Should read:
Zygmunt

p 58, fifth line from the top
antisemityzm
Should read:
antysemityzm

p 70, second-to-last sentence of the second paragraph
The Polish-Soviet War of 1920, which ended in August of the same year at the Battle of
Warszawa, was known as the “miracle on the Vistula.”
Should read:
The Polish-Soviet War of 1920 ended in August of the same year at the Battle of
Warszawa which was known as the “miracle on the Vistula.”

p 98, last sentence of the second paragraph
Polish high culture proved to be susceptible to the calls of ethno-nationalization and the
exclusion of the contributors of all minorities.
Should read:
Polish high culture proved to be not susceptible to the calls of ethno-nationalization and
the exclusion of the contributors of all minorities.

p 107, beginning of the last paragraph
In the historiography of the Polish Jewry of interwar Poland various scholars have
discussed the impact of Polish (ethno)-nationalism on the Jewish community, writing
opposite historical interpretations.
Should read:
In the historiography of the Polish Jewry of interwar Poland various scholars have
discussed the impact of Polish (ethno)-nationalism on the Jewish community, writing
representing opposite historical interpretations.

p 138, first line of the bottom paragraph
David Blatman
Should read:
Daniel Blatman

p 199, ninth line from the bottom
Niepodległość
Should read:
Niepodległość

p 210, fourth line of second paragraph
Świetokrzyski
Should read:
Świętokrzyski

p 213, first line in the last paragraph
Tito
Should read:
Josip Broz Tito

p 303, third line of endnote 206
Polacja Żydzi
Should read:
Polacy a Żydzi

p 307, third line of endnote 43
Zygmund
Should read:
Zygmunt

p 309, first line of endnote 74
Żydowskiego
Should read:
żydowskiego

p 309, second line of endnote 77
Pawel Machzewicz
Should read:
Pawel Machzewicz

p 313, first and second lines of endnote 136
Myśl Narodowa
Should read:
Myśl Narodowa

p 320, add additional Polish title to endnote 1
Wizje Polski

p 322, first line of endnote 20
David Blatman
Should read:
**Daniel** Blatman

p 328, eighth line of endnote 94
*Materiały z Konferencji*
Should read:
*Materiały z konferencji*

p 330, second line of endnote 125
Łomżyńskiem
Should read:
Łomżyńskiem

p 337, last line of endnote 11
*Ukrainscy*
Should read:
*Ukraińcy*

p 364, fifth line of endnote 77
Leon Kaczyński
It should read:
**Lech** Kaczyński

p 368, sixth entry from the bottom of the right-hand column
Zygmund
It should read:
Zygmunt

p 371, last entry of the left-hand column
Eileen, Stanislaw, 45
It should read:
**Eile** Stanislaw, 45

p 372, under entry for “Freedom and Independence Movement”
Niepodległość
It should read:
Niepodległość

p 380, fifth entry from the top of the right-hand column
Policy o Żydach
Should read:
Policy o Żydach

p 383, fourteenth entry from the top of the right-hand column
Śieżawski, Stefan, 83
Should read:
Świeżawski, Stefan, 83

p 386, fifth entry from the top of the left-hand column
Żołnierz Wolności
Should read:
Żołnierz Wolności